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“The award was truly very humbling and a bit over awing.”

A University of the Sunshine Coast professor who is leading vaccine
development to safeguard Australia’s iconic koala from extinction has been
named a Queensland Great.
USC Professor of Microbiology Peter Timms, a global expert in chlamydia infections
in both humans and animals, received the honour at a Queensland Greats Award
ceremony at Brisbane City Hall on 6 June.
The awards recognise the efforts and achievements of extraordinary Queenslanders
for their remarkable contribution to the history and development of the state.
“This unexpected honour demonstrates the benefits of turning research into reality,”
said Professor Timms, who has spearheaded the research needed to understand,
and act on, the two major koala disease threats of chlamydia and koala retrovirus.
4/07/2022
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Record QLD Veterans Bowling Figures
Frank Doherty's day, 5 June 2022
Gold Coast Greens Div 3 v Sunshine Coast Div 3 played at Queens Park Southport.
His bowling figures were 8 overs, 2 maidens, 8 wickets for 23 runs.
“Very well done Frank”. Rod Rice
GC Greens Div 3 Batting
Paul Burke b: Wayne Drinkwater

8

Geoff Bree not out

15*

Tony Williams b: Frank Doherty

13

Wayne Garrard lbw: Frank Doherty 0
Marshall Stevens c?b: Frank Doherty 0
Brian Rowe (c) lbw: Frank Doherty

16

Mark Parsons c: Robinson b: Doherty 4
Noel Emzin c: ?b: Frank Doherty

2

John Irvine b: Frank Doherty

1

Shayne Taylor b: Glenn Acreman

38

Terrance Docherty lbw:Frank Doherty 2
Robin Reisenleiter not out
Extras 21
Total 10/108 29.1 Overs)

3*

Frank with a smile and the ball!

I went right back through the Stats since QVC commenced and that is the
best ever. Greg McMahon in 2019 took 7/25 playing in the Gill Chapman
Shield for Gold Coast Thunder Gold. An “eight for” is exceptional in any grade
of cricket. Rod Rice
4/07/2022
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June 2022: Edition 65
What receiving a Queensland
Greats Award means to me –
Peter Timms.

Receiving a Queensland Greats
Award is a tremendous honour that
recognises the large team of people
that I have had the pleasure to be
associated with on this journey to
help one of Australia’s most loved
icons, the koala. This award
demonstrates how, if you have the
passion and dedication, as well as a
scientific quest for understanding,
then it is possible to use the
scientific approach to understand
enough about real world challenges
and eventually take this to the stage
where it can make a real difference;
“Research into Reality”. Many
people have contributed their bit to
understanding this nasty chlamydial
disease problem in koalas and now,
4/07/2022

hopefully, we have reached the stage
where we have not only a better
understanding but a tool (a vaccine)
that can make a real difference. This
award helps me raise the flag for all
these contributors. It is yet another
example of how Queenslanders are
leading the way in tackling
Australia’s
environmental
challenges.

Captain of QLD City v UK 2019

I want to thank all those who have
been involved, over what has
become a 30 year journey; the many
scientists and research students,
the many collaborators, industry
partners and koala carers, the
funding groups and individual
donors, and of course, importantly,
my very supportive family.
Peter Timms.
**********************************
An Australian cricketer, an Aboriginal
activist, and a conservationist were
among seven Queenslanders recognised
for their contribution to the state.The
2022 Queensland Greats were revealed
6
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at City hall on Monday night by Premier
Annastacia Palaszczuk, who paid tribute
to their achievements, advocacy,
creativity and community spirit.
Recipients included Indigenous elder
Uncle Albert Holt, cricketer and youth
and multicultural advocate Usman
Khawaja, burns treatment pioneer Stuart
Pegg, trail blazer engineer Elise Shepherd,
First Nations health and human rights
advocate Gracelyn Smallwood, koala
conservationist Peter Timms, and artist
Mirdidingkingathi Juwarnda Sally Gabori.
The Queensland Museum network was
also recognised.

“I’m proud to acknowledge the inspiring
lives of these great Queenslanders” Ms
Palaszczuk said. “They have improved
Indigenous education and justice, used
sporting prominence to assist young
migrants, pioneered burns management,
and had extraordinarily productive
technical careers.
4/07/2022

Since 2001, 123 people and 18
institutions have been honoured as
Queensland Greats.

WG Quotes
When are you
playing
bloody cricket
again?
“WG’s” wife
end of May
2022 as the
rain tumbled
down.
(with
attribution to
Ian World”)
“Larst Monday youre Father was at Mr Paynes
and plaid at Cricket and came home pleesed
enuf for he struck the best ball in the game
and wishd he had anny thing else to do he
cood play at Cricket all his life. “
Mary Turner of Hoatley, East Sussex in a letter
to her son. September 1739
That “Shock” White of Reigate is no
gentleman. He has tried to use a bat that was
fully as wide as the wicket itself.”
John Small of Hambledon on player Thomas
White in 1771. The incident resulted in a law
restricting the bat to four and one half inches.
“They pitched two sets of wickets, each with a
milk white bail on two stumps, they tossed a
coin for first knock, the umpire called “play”
and the “leathern orb” was bowled. “
William Goldwyn describing the start of a
cricket match in 1706.
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Over 50s June 4th
Redland/Logan White 7/220 v Lockyer
7/217 Peter Sherman Shield at Ropehill.
Lockyer over 50s continued this season’s habit of
close finishes at Ropehill except that they lost by
three runs in a high scoring match

Sean Harmer using his broom, Recka keeping
The visitors were sent in to bat and took advantage of
missed fielding opportunities. Andrew Steindl 51,
Patrick Waterson 50, and Wade Mulhearn 45
contributed the bulk of Redlands total, with over 30
runs coming in the last three overs.

With key bowlers unavailable, skipper Randall Olm
had to shuffle his bowlers around in an attempt to
stifle the run flow. All of the bowlers used took a
wicket.
As usual, the two Shanes got Lockyer off to a good
start of 42 for the first wicket, but this time it was
Hawley who went on to retire on 50. Jason Kleidon
36n/o and Stephen Spierling 31 kept the momentum
going, until Lockyer needed 15 off the last over,
bowled by Sean Harmer, to win.

4/07/2022

Kleidon hit 11 off four balls, leaving Glen Hammant,
on 12, two balls to score four runs. He was bowled
attempting to hit the four, then Randall Olm, with the
same intentions, suffered the same fate. Sean Harmer
finished with four for 51.

Another wicket falls
Sadly, in a game that was thoroughly enjoyed by all
participants, Lockyer’s Gary Rule tore knee ligaments
in being run out. He had surgery on the Sunday
morning and is recovering well.
Shane Hawley was Lockyer’s MoM for his batting and
the most economical bowling. Andrew Steindl was
Redlands/Logan MoM. MN
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Andrew Steindl backing up, Randal Olm bowling
Redlands/Logan Div 3 White report
First game of the season for Redlogs Div 3
White last Saturday after 3 washouts. We took
on Lockyer at the beautiful Ropehill cricket
ground, near Gatton.

Wade Mulhearn (43) and Sean Harmer (22*
off 18) helped push the total to 7 for 220. This
seemed to be a par total.

Game hung in the balance after early in the
second innings, one of their boys suffered a
serious leg injury...luckily ambulance was in
and out in 40 mins and we just got the 90
overs in. Bad luck, Gary, hope you recover
soon.

Desperation in the field by Andrew Voigt

Redlogs lost the toss and batted first. Paddy
Waterson and Andrew Steindl put up 50 not
out each, Tony Spadafora and Grant Fisher
looked solid in the middle order, and then

4/07/2022

Solid bowling by Andrew Steindl (9 overs for
19) and Grant Fisher (8 overs, 2 for 29) set
the game up. Tony Mort and Andrew Jackson
toiled well, and then Redlogs captain, Sean
Harmer, saw the game out with 4-51,
including 2 wickets with the final 2 balls of the
match. Lockyer had batted well, and finished
on 7 for 217. A win to the Redlands-Logan
fellas by 3 runs!
9
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Where has the ball gone??
Super tense last hour, with the boys chasing
everything down. Great hospitality by the
hosts made for a very enjoyable day. Best of
luck for the rest of the season. Sean Harmer
***************************************

Peter Sherman Shield SSC 145 vs
Toowoomba 3/146 at Palmwoods

fast scoring Vidler (15), caught and bowled with
Toowoomba going to drinks 2/62. Our skipper tried
a few options but wickets were proving hard to
come by, with opener Leonard retiring on 53 before
the second drinks break.
Troy managed to bowl the third wicket (Grundon
17) with the score on 132 soon after, but
Toowoomba managed to reach the 146 target with
Barron 22no in the 34th over.
Joe Jurisevic
*************************************

Over 60s Div 1; 4th June
Wide Bay 3/134 V SSC Gold 143
at Read Park
The Sunny Coast finally lived up to its name
and despite overnight rain, a magnificent
wicket and outfield was prepared by ground
staff at Read Park.

What a difference a few days of sunshine makes.
We were treated with ideal conditions for cricket on
Saturday and 2 teams champing at the bit for a run
after all the recent wet weather.
Brilly won the toss and decided to have a bat. Off to
a better start, Derek Durie and Don McCord
managed to put on 30 before Derek clipped one to
the keeper. Troy Coleman and Don (23) followed
soon after and we were 3/42 around the first drinks
break.
Craig Gierke and Scott Cushan pushed the run rate
until Scott fell for a run a ball 22 (4/78). Joe
Jurisevic and Craig added another 25 before Craig
was caught with our top score of 31 (5/103). A few
more quick wickets before Joe and Lawrence
Murphy got us through to the second drinks break
7/131.
Only a few runs and overs added after drinks before
Joe went for 23, with the last wicket falling in the
36th over to finish on 145 with Lawrence 17no the
last man standing.
Murphy and Gierke opened the bowling and
managed to contain the confident Toowoomba
openers, who put on an opening stand of 37 before
Craig got the breakthrough bowling Ackland (23) in
the 12th. He followed up 2 overs later claiming the

4/07/2022

Keith Christiansen
WB capt Keith C. won the toss and sent SC G
in to bat and they were in trouble from the
first over when Graham Werner had the
inform opener, Tony Watson caught in the
gully with a sharp catch by Mike McL. Adrian
Knell & Peter Robertson then set about to
wrestle back the advantage with a brisk 66
run in 14 over-partnership before Knell (34)
10
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departed trying to ‘up the run rate ‘off Brian
Kratzmann’s bowling. Robertson continued
punishing the attack before Captain Keith had
him caught at slip by (fill in player)Nev
Kratzmann for 39. This was the first of Keith’s
4 wickets in a fantastic spell of 8 overs 4/21.
Other bowlers to have an impact on
restricting SCG to 10/143 were G. Werner 2/9
off 6; M. McLellan 1/7 off 5; B. Kratzmann
1/13 off6; M. Kettle 2/17 off 8.
WB got off to a solid start to chasing down
the total with 60 run opening stand by R.Pegg
16(50) & T. Schlein 36(48) before G. Werner
25 & K. Christiansen 34n.o.put on 59 runs in
quick time to break the back of the run chase
leaving the remaining 17 runs to be knocked
off by the 32nd over and cruise to a 7 wicket
win- 3/144.
MOM for SCG - Peter Robertson
MOM WB- Keith Christiansen
Welcome Jack McColl from Rainbow Beach
who made his debut with 4 runs and a great
diving?/falling? catch. A magnificent day to
be back playing cricket .Les Price
Sunshine Coast Gold 10 for 143 (42.5 ov)
defeated by Wide Bay 3 for 144 (31.2 ov)
Report by Barry Anderson
The Tewantin/ Noosa Cricket Club curators
had Read Park in tip top condition with only
late Friday night rain creating a damp spot in
the run ups at one end. No deterrent to
cricket starved veterans thus the stumps
were struck and the toss completed. It
appeared that there would be a bit in the
wicket early and Wide Bay skipper Keith
Christiansen had no hesitation in sending SC
Gold in to bat.
Openers Adrian Knell and Tony Watson,
fresh from their 96 opening partnership in the
previous game strode confidently to the
wicket. However Watson was reminded yet
4/07/2022

again of what a great leveller cricket is, falling
in the first over for a duck.
Knell and debutant Peter Robertson then set
to the WB attack scoring at near a run a ball
in a second wicket partnership of 66. They
were particularly severe on recently anointed
Ov 60 Australian player Bruce Worthington
who had figures of 0-34 off 4 overs. However
both Knell and Robertson fell just short of
retiring at 50 balls making 34 and 39
respectively.
Keith Christiansen then turned the game on
its’ head. Bowling good line and swinging the
ball both ways he decimated the Golds
middle order taking 4 for 21 off 8 overs.
Wickets continued to fall regularly with Mick
Kettle (2 for 17 off 8) mesmerising the tail. It
was only Bill Hutcheson playing a controlled
innings of 33 off 50 balls that offered any
resistance. Golds were ultimately all out for
143.
Trevor Schlein 36 and Ross Peg 16 ret
combining watchful defence with punishment
of the loose ball laid the foundation of the
Wide Bay innings with an opening partnership
of 60. Kerry Emery provided a glimmer of
hope for Gold with two quick wickets,
however Graham Werner, (25 off 20) Bruce
Worthington (15no off 22) and Keith
Christiansen (34no off 36) were not troubled
by the Golds attack and reached the target off
31.2 overs.
Tony Watson’s Kiwi sheepdogs did try to
provide some distraction to the Wide Bay
innings but to no avail and they were cleared
from the ground into the waiting arms of his
girlfriend. (The dogs not Tony)
Perhaps the only real highlight for Golds was
the running, tumbling outfield catch by Jeff
Barker to dismiss Werner.
Man of the match for Wide Bay was Keith
11
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Christiansen for an outstanding all round
performance and for Golds Peter Robertson
in a stand out debut, for his commanding 39
and tight 5 overs 0 for 13.
Wide Bay is an impressive team with a
solid top order followed by a number of
hard hitters. Their dependable medium
pacers are well complemented by the
guile of the “spin twins”. They will be
prominent in the battle for the final.
Barry Anderson
************************************************

O60s Div 3 on 5th June
GC Green 10/108 v SSC 10/85 at Arthur
Angove Park
NAILBITER AT THE Q
An absolute pearler of a match was played out by two
equal quality sides. The Queens ground staff had
prepared a good wicket despite the weather. Ronny
Robinson won the toss and put us in on a heavy track.
We all looked resplendent in our new club shirts
emblazoned with our sponsor’s logos.
“Backa” Burke (8 from 18) and “Jethro” Bree (n/o 15)
put on 18 before Wayne Drinkwater (1/26 off 7) clean
bowled Backa after he had stroked a powerful four on
the previous ball. Ronny Robinson (0/19 off 8 -very
tidy spell) and Wayne were using the conditions well
and batting was tricky. Tony Williams (13 off 14) was
looking menacing until Frank Doherty slipped one
through his defence to rattle the hardware. Frank had
the ball on a string and soon had Wayne Garrard (0 off
4) Gus Stevens (0 off 5) Captain Rowe (1 off 6) back in
the dugout, 5 gone for 45.
Frank then accounted for an in-form Parso, “Kooka”
Emzin, and John “Gilly” Irvine in rapid fire to have us 8
for 68. Enter Shane “Tails” Taylor (38 off 32) who
played some glorious straight hits before that man
Akker’s bowled him. We were all out for 107 off 29.1
overs.

4/07/2022

The Sunny Coast boys fielded and caught well,
however the innings belonged to “Doughy” with
his eight fer, and he was given a standing
ovation by all players as he came off the
paddock.
After lunch, Pete Tonkin and Jim Bruton faced against
Robin “Hood” Reisenleiter and Tony Williams, with
both looking pretty comfortable. Backa brought on at
first change who bowled Jim (10 off 16) just when he
was looking dangerous! Robin accounted for Peter (4
off 5) and when Dave Kelly (3 off 11) was snared by a
classic 1st slip catch by Gus Stevens, the visitors were
3/23. Captain Rowey was rotating his bowlers to good
effect.
Gus accounted for Glen Ackerman (6 off 18) and
Captain Ronny R (12 from 19) who was well caught by
Jethro at short fine leg, 5 for 45. You could smell the
tension in the air, or it may have been the Chicken
Vindaloo that I ate the night before, apologies! Jethro
(1 for 8 off 4), Parso (2 for 10 off 5), Kooka (1/11 off 4)
and the captain were given short spells to good effect
who accounted for the lower middle order.
Phil Allen (run out 12 from 36) was always dangerous,
but a direct hit from Tails ended his great innings, 8
for 65. The fielding and catching was sound, Gilly and
Garro were as sharp as a mother-in-law’s tongue
behind the picks. A good side is never defeated and
Digger Leeson and Wayne Drinkwater ate away at the
total and inched up to 82. They put their heads down
and were inching towards victory. Parso, in his
second spell bowled the last two with some well
flighted deliveries and the game was over.
Sunny Coast all out for 85! What a cracker of a match.
Frank was Rowey’s MOM and Ronny picked Shayne
Taylor. Special mention to Frank who could have
batted and made a difference but apparently, he
couldn’t find a helmet large enough for his scone!
Seriously, a great gesture by the big guy who was
willing to let the others have a go. The comradeship
and sportsman like behaviour by both sides was
excellent and truly fitting for the ethos of 3rd Division.
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Hats off to the Sunny Coast and our Goldy side… Our
QVC is really a travelling men’s shed where cricket is
the catalyst for fostering and forging a healthy
platform for our magnificent veterans. A few beers
and lies were told to round off a great day!

Cheers Pij

5/137, and then crashed to be all out for
150 off 42 overs.
Jeffrey Manitzky (25) and Ian Coyne (24)
gave the Greens a good start with 42 for
the first wicket. Peter Jackson and Robert
Laing, both with 24, added 58 for the third
wicket.
Three good runouts started the crash, and
Dave Dansie took three wickets in an over
for Greens to lose 5/13.
Dansie with 3/17off seven overs, Brian
Walters 2/20 (8), and Terry Andrews 2/29
(7) were the main wicket takers.
Wide Bay lost a wicket in the first over, but
Ian Monaghan (14n/o off 55 balls) and Les
Price (25 off 45) put on 40 for the second
wicket, but a third fell straight away.

Pij, blue suits you but the make-up is crap. And,
you have got a Pommie sun tan. Aren’t there
any nudist beaches on the Gold Coast?????????

**********************************

O60s Div 2 11th June
Gold Coast Green 10/150 v Wide Bay
9/136 at Queens Cricket Club
Dave Dansie said that the pitch was dead
and the outfield slow but GC won the toss
and batted. GC progressed steadily to
4/07/2022

Ian Laycock (28n/o off 48) and Brian
Kratzmann (19 off 31) then added 43 for
the fourth wicket, but after that wickets
fell steadily until Wide Bay were 9/136 off
their 45 overs. Brian Walters was 15n/o
off 40 balls.
Stephen Sandri 3/19 (8), and Robert Laing
2/19 (7) were the most successful
bowlers. Laing also took three very good
catches at slip.
Man of match Brian Walters (Wide Bay),
Stephen Sandri (Gold Coast)
Both captains thought that it was a good
tight game with tight bowling and good
fielding by both sides. Important game as
13
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the winner of the match would move to
second on the Div 2 ladder.
Lockyer 5/236 v Toowoomba 9/200
At Ropehill 11th June
Against a strong Toowoomba side, Lockyer were sent
in on a pitch as hard as a road, but were quickly two
down for one run after two overs.
Bob Kratzmann 28n/o off 40 balls and Shane Hawley
37 rtd off 40 balls resurrected the innings, followed by
Graham Bichel 28 rtd off 40 balls. All three batsmen
hit four boundaries each.
Mike McGovern then smashed 40 rtd off 26 balls with
seven boundaries, taking advantage of loose bowling

Ken Suthers takes a tumble
caused by the strong breeze that came up during the
morning.
Ashley Gillam 32rtd off 40 with four boundaries then
teamed up with Chris Tuesley, a Toowoomba
substitute player, who scored 36 rtd off 40 balls, to
push the home side to 5/236 off 45 overs.
Rob Whittaker and Noel McIntyre with one wicket
each were the most economical of the visitor’s nine
bowlers.
Toowoomba made a great fist of the 237 chase but
the more consistent, tighter bowling from Lockyer
kept the run rate just below what was required by the
final overs. Chris Herdon and Wesley Horn put on 35
for the first wicket, but wickets fell at regular
intervals, making it hard to build momentum.

In depth discussion: Wright & McGovern

Ashley Gillam on the spot
4/07/2022

Graham Bichel bowling
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Horn remained 38n/o, Bob Englebright ret with 29 off
40 balls, and Rob Whittaker scored 41 off 48 balls.
Graeme Zirbel, 3/35 off 6 overs and Graham Bichel
2/29 off 8 overs were the main wicket takers but
Ashley Gillam was very economical for his one wicket.

Zirbel and Whittaker were the respective MoM
As usual at Ropehill, the wicket, ground and lunch
received well deserved praise and all enjoyed a social
drink after the game. M.McG/MN

***************************************************

Ipswich Hornets 7/141 vs Gold
Coast Blue 9/140 at Ivor Marsden # 4
The Gold Coast were greeted with a
cloudless winter sky and gusty cold
conditions at Ivor Marsden for their clash with
the Ipswich Hornets. The Coast called
correctly and decided to have a bat on a good
wicket, plenty there for both bat and ball and
a quick outfield.

Skipper Bob deep in thought
Andrew Walsh, Brad Hines and Gary
Copeland (Jeff Evans in the background

Nev Maroske flighting one in
4/07/2022

The Coast batters showed good intent and
purpose to work on building a score against
bowling and great fielding by the home team.
Glen Jackwitz got the early breakthroughs
with 2/32 off his 8 overs.
The Coast were 3/49 at the first drinks break.
The bowlers were frugal and slowed the run
rate further so the Coast were 5/80 at the
second drinks break. The visitors accelerated
the run rate in the third stanza to finish at
9/140.
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Richard de Silva
on one good leg
(31*) and a
patient Mick
Seery (35*) were
the best of the
Coast batters.
Mark Burbidge
led the bowling
team with 3/23
with Bill Jeffrey
1/14 in good
support.
Jeff Evans
appeals?????

Skipper Brad
Hines congratulates Mark Burbidge on
one of his three wickets.

bad start with both openers back in the
pavilion with just 18 on the board. Gary
Copeland (36) and Kenny Wilson (19*)
steadied the proceedings to have the home
team at 3/71 at the first drinks break.
The bowlers led by a real veteran in Ian
Petherick slowed the run rate but inroads
were proving difficult to find. With Ian out of
overs, Brian Olsen (24*) and Mark Burbidge
(22*) took control, the Hornets 5/120 at the
second break. Jeff Evans (15*) with solid
support from Davey Frampton and Glen
Jackwitz got the Hornets home at 7/141 in the
39th over.
Man of the match for Ipswich was Gary ‘The
Rudder’ Copeland with 36. Gold Coast’s man
of the match was Ian Petherick with 3 for 6 off
his 8 overs .Brian Olsen

Brisbane Red 5/147v SSC Maroons 146.
Winning the toss and batting at Everton, we were
immediately in trouble losing Nev, Gill, and Nick
cheaply and after 11 overs we sat at 4/31. At the
30 over drinks break we had recovered to be 5/91
thanks to a run a ball 14 from newby Peter
Robertson and the top scoring Goodie with 33 and
the dribbler’s contribution of 19.
Late consolidation with Pete O’Connors 18/40
and my 19 no./20 saw us finish at 146 all out off
the last ball of the45th over.
Brisbane got off to a flyer thanks to Stacky who
retired on 39 off his 40 balls. The first dozen overs
saw Brisbane at 2/53 and although our bowling
was reasonably tight we were always behind the
eight ball and Brisbane chased down our total with
5 wickets down and 5 overs to spare. Greg Deuble
being the main wicket taker with2/22 off 7, Peter
Robertson with 1/21 off6 and myself with1/12 off
5 were the other wicket takers. Norms 7 overs
were wicket less but probably his best bowling in
a while. Overall we all stuck to our task fairly well
but we were just outplayed on the day. ….. JB.

After lunch the Ipswich batters got away to a
4/07/2022

**********************************
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O60s Division 3: 18th June
GC Greens 1/122

Blackburn (2 from 29), Gazza “Great” Northern (1 off
8).

v GC Blues 9/121

PIJIONS PITCH REPORT – ROBBO SHIELD
The highlight of the day was the attendance of
Robbo’s daughter Allison with his grandson Patrick
who presented the shield to Rowey. Brian made a
heartfelt and emotional acceptance speech, to cap
off a glorious day which honoured a great bloke and
friend
Last Saturday
our Division 3
sides faced up
against each
other for the
first anniversary
of the ROBBO
SHIELD at
Queens. After a
short
remembrance
speech play got
under way after
Captain Rowe
(Green) won the
toss and put Pete Macs (Blues) in on a good firm
wicket and dewy outfield. With Pete’s side
undermanned due to injuries, a couple of Div 2 fill ins
and players borrowed from the green team, made up
the 12. Robin Reisenleiter (0/23 off 8) and Tony
Williams (3/18 off 8) took the new ball against Knotty
Smith and Captain Pete (n/o 14).
Tight bowling saw scoring difficult and Tony made a
double break having Knotty (3/19) well caught by
Wayne Garrard, and bowled Ian Coyne with a pearler.
John Burns (7 off 24) looked solid, however a double
change by Backa Burke (1/9 off 3) and the human
metronome (Gus Stevens – 2/8) had John and Dom
Treston (5 from 9) back in the dugout, followed by
Rémy Morris (7 from 35), Nifty Nev Malouf (0) –
bowled by Captain Rowe (3 for 24 off 8) Pete

4/07/2022

Consistent tight bowling had the Blues 8 down for 49.
Enter Dave Elder (n/o 40 off 40) and Kooka Emzin.
Kooka held up an end while Dave played some
enterprising strokes taking the score up to 75, Terry
Docherty (12 off 21) was then solid and the score was
catapulted to a saving 121 all out. Great comeback by
the blues! Jethro Bree (0/27 off 8) asked questions
and Buddy Holley chipped in with his liquorice all
sorts.
After lunch the greens got off to a good start with a
number of retirees, Backa Burke (14), Tony Williams
continuing his good form (26) Wayne Garro (16)
Buddy Holley (36 including a massive maximum over
Cronk corner) Gus Stevens (2) and Shayne Taylor (6).
Terry Docherty bowled Robin in the 27th over and the
greens passed the total in the 28th over. Pete Mac was
pick of the bowlers (0/12 off 5) however the Greens
waited for anything loose to take full toll. Buddy was
the Greens MOM for his pyrotechnic batting display
(not to mention his screaming, diving catch at square
leg). Dave Elder picked up the stubby holder with his
fine made run a ball 40 and accurate bowling.
Thanks to everyone who came down (including
Captain Hook and some of his buccaneers) to support
the 1st anniversary of the Robbo Shield.
In other news, our Blue 1st Division side won a
nailbiter against Redlands/Logan and our Green 1st
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Div. side were humbled by Brisbane where I believe
their batting was somewhat brittle (from Captain
Hook’s mouth!). Net result – 2 wins from 3 games for
the Goldies! CheersPij

******************************

cricket played on an excellent pitch.
Tim Bevan, Captain Brisbane Div 3
********************************************

O60s Division 1: 18th June

Brisbane 10/157 v. Redlands-Logan 5/286
played at Everton CC, Jim Niebling Oval

Redlands Logan 8/137 V Gold Coast
Blue 9/139 at Ron Field Oval

Batting first, Redlands made a flying start, taking
drinks at 0-100. Brisbane was back in the match to
have Redlands 4-110, with the Hobbit a.k.a. Bipin
Mistry taking 3 quick wickets (3-35). It was all
Redlands after that, with no further wickets falling
until 277. Redlands ended with 5/286 from their 45
overs.

Finally, after 8 weeks of frustration, Dave Russell’s GC
Blues made the trek up the highway on a beautiful
Saturday morning to take on the undefeated Redlands
Logan in a top of the table clash.

This score included six retirements, with 5 of those
scoring 40 or more – a Queensland Veterans’ record?
They were Rod Rice 48*/50, Don Fitzgerald 43*/35,
Danny Fitzpatrick 42*/38, Malcolm Hughes 43*/37
and Michael Bradshaw 43*/31. The other retiree was
Cec Grimmer 12*.
Brisbane’s other wicket taker was Greg Bamford with
2-48. In spite of being belted around the park,
Brisbane’s fielders and bowlers stuck to the task to
prevent an even more massive score.
In reply, Brisbane reached 1-60 at drinks and then lost
4 quick wickets to be 5-72. Then some positive batting
from Greg Bamford (14/32), new man Glen McLean
(20*/40), Phil Almond (20/17) and Noel Stanley
(17/40) helped Brisbane to a respectable score of
10/157. Opener Tim Bevan finished with 35*/43.
The wickets were shared around with Danny
Fitzpatrick the most successful bowler with 3-27.
Other wicket takers were Jim Coppock 2-28, Cec
Grimmer 2-5, Don Fitzgerald 1-34 and Bob Bramble 18.
Participation was a feature of the day, with all players
batting and 18 bowling. In all, a very enjoyable day’s

4/07/2022

After the ceremonial handing out of our logo playing
shirts (those who ordered size XL immediately
regretting not opting for Medium instead!), Dave lost
the toss, and we were sent in on a slow wicket and a
very lush outfield.
Dave and Roger opened steadily against a tight
Redlands attack, but good shots went unrewarded,
with 4’s reduced to 2’s, and 2’s reduced to ones due
to the slow outfield. Rog was our first out in the ninth
over after an uncharacteristically patient 10 off 27,
however the skipper was scoring well, and was joined
by Doug, who looked untroubled and elegant as usual.
With the scoreboard ticking over nicely, Dave made a
valuable 28 before retiring off his allotted 50 balls,
and was replaced by Fishy, who middled one early,
only to see it caught on the deep mid-wicket
boundary.
Pethers joined Doug, who was anchoring the innings
beautifully, and looked good from the first ball. These
two combined well, with runs coming steadily against
Redland’s nagging attack, until Doug became our
second batsman compulsorily retired for a well
compiled 30 runs.
Unfortunately, that’s when the rot set in!
In quick succession, the rest of Gold Coast’s vaunted
middle order were undone by a combination of good
balls and bad shots, with Jim, Treach (golden duck),
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Carts (flashed out by a car’s windscreen), Mick, Darel
& Wayne all back in the pavilion for a paltry 9 runs!!.

deep trouble at 5/71, with only Roger Lonir defying
the onslaught, retiring at 18 off his 50 balls.

A reasonable 2/81 had suddenly become a disastrous
8/100, and the Blues were in dire straits! With Pethers
defying the collapse, our skipper assumed he could
return to the crease, however was dumbfounded
when told the 12th player must bat before any retired
batsman is recycled. (QVC Rule 2.3).

Coxy came on to bowl his leggies, had immediate
success, Redlands were now 6/72, and I think all of us
were pretty confident Gold Coast would wrap things
up earlier than expected…

To say he was litigious was an understatement, which
meant Bernie McDonald had to hurriedly pad up, and
rush to the crease.
Bernie has probably only been called on to bat twice
in the past two seasons, but fortunately, was able to
do what the preceding 6 batsmen could not, and
played some great shots in supporting Pethers, who
was finally dismissed off his 50th delivery for an
invaluable 22.
Dave returned to the crease in the 41st over, and he
and Bernie combined beautifully, adding a further 26
runs and remaining undefeated as Gold Coast
eventually accumulated 139 from their full
complement of overs.
Only the skipper (36no), Doug (30no) Pethers (22) &
Bernie (19no) could hold their heads up, while Gary
Davis & Paul Lorenti were the pick of Redland’s
bowlers with 3 wickets apiece.
Although disappointed with our batting, we felt 140
could still be a challenging target, and took to the field
determined to make Redlands fight for every run.
Treach (0/16) and Darel Vidler (1/23) did their job
from their allotted 8 overs, and at the first drinks
break, Redlands were under pressure at 1/40.
Entering the attack, Bernie and Mick Seery kept the
pressure on, Mick striking in rapid succession, both he
and Bernie suffocating the batsmen with impeccable
line & length.
Both bowled beautifully for their 8 overs (Mick 3/17,
Bernie 1/12) and after 30 overs, Redlands were in
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Until Phil Lambert arrived at the crease!
With his side needing 68 off the last 12 overs, Phil
took a few balls to settle in, then proceeded to hit us
all over the park (but particularly to mid-wicket!)
Although Coxy chimed in with another wicket from his
well-controlled spin (2/15 off 5), 7/78 had
unbelievably became 8/135, as Phil did what no other
batsmen had done all day, and found the boundary!
With three overs to go, and 15 runs needed, our
composure was shattered, however the skipper took
the ball, and conceded only 3 runs from his first 6
deliveries.
Importantly, this also coincided with Phil retiring, after
bludgeoning 48 from his 50 deliveries, including 7
boundaries. (Even more impressive considering only
14 boundaries were scored in the entire match!)
Pethers took the penultimate over, and while bowling
tightly, conceded 7 runs.
One over to go, 6 runs needed for an unthinkable
Redlands win!
Following his own mantra of bowling full and straight,
the skipper bravely took the final over, and restricted
Redlands to only 4 runs!
Victory to Gold Coast, but more importantly, a great
game, played in true Veteran’s spirit, and thoroughly
enjoyed by all 23 participants, who shared a few beers
(or Bundy’s) after the game.
Mick Seery and Phil Lambert were congratulated on
their respective MOM awards, and particular thanks
to Steve Larrescy, who scored all day. As many know,
Steve has had a rough time of late, but it was fantastic
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to see him down at the ground! DaveTreacher

****************************************

Ipswich Hornets 6/253 vs
Toowoomba Grey Cavaliers 9/166 at
Ivor Marsden # 3
A beautiful winter’s day greeted Toowoomba
for their clash against the Ipswich Hornets.
The visitors won the toss and elected to bowl
on a flat wicket and quick outfield.
Skipper Andrew Walsh (38*) and Geoff
Freiberg (26*) got away to a good start
against a disciplined and determined bowling
attack. The Hornets were 0/65 at the first
drinks break. The middle order did not waste
any balls, either out or quick runs! Brad Hines
compiled a typical bludgeoning 50* of 33 and
Murray Rogers, while trying to run Hinesy out,
managed 36*.
The Hornets 2/144 at the second drinks
break. Further acceleration by Brian Olsen
(43*), Jeff Evans (19) and Greg Venzke (18)
completed the innings and saw the Hornets
finish at 6/253 off their 45 overs.
Ian Reimers, Brad Cochrane and Stephen
Roberts were the pick of the Toowoomba
bowlers with 2 wickets each.
After lunch the Cavaliers got away to a poor
start. Glen Gotting (3/11) and Ray Zahnow
(2/20) were almost unplayable and well
supported by the fielders. Sublime keeping
from skipper Andrew Walsh, with two great
catches and a leg side stumping,
complimented the accurate bowling. The
Cavaliers were 5/11 at one stage but
recovered to be 5/41 at the first drinks break.
The Cavalier’s middle order featured Robert
Cochrane (40) and Matt Goddard (38*), they
both showed plenty of resilience to recover
during the second stanza to be 6/94 at the
second drinks break. The visitors required
4/07/2022

run rate was now over 10 an over and getting
higher with each over. The late order showed
plenty of fight and survival skills to hold the
Hornets out.
Toowoomba finished on 9/166 off their 45
overs. Glenn Gotting and Ray Zahnow were
outstanding and with Geoff Freiberg (2/30)
and Jeff Evans (2/25) made for a formidable
attack on the day.
Man of the match for Ipswich was Brad Hines
with 50* from 33 balls. Toowoomba’s man of
the match was Stephen Roberts with 2/33
and 26*.
****************************************
O50s Division 3: 18th June.

Toowoomba 10/128 v Lockyer 8/132

Alistair Webb hitting hard.
Randall Olm won the toss for Lockyer and sent
Toowoomba in on a Cahill Pk. pitch which proved
to be soft. Batting was not easy and Toowoomba
were 3/31 after 15 overs.

Shane Hawley conceded only 11 runs off 5 overs
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A 44 run partnership between Phillips and
Webb steadied the innings but wickets continued
to fall without partnerships developing.
Captain Alistair Webb, Toowoomba MoM, batted
87 balls for his 41 n/o, which indicated the care
needed when batting.

A 43 run stand between Randall Reck and Jason
Kleidon steadied the innings, before Recka guided
the side home with 52 n/o off 115 balls, in a MoM
effort, despite sustaining an injury which severely
restricted his movement. His innings again
indicated the need for caution when batting.
This was the fourth close finish in four games for
Lockyer, and coordinator Andrew Voigt said the
side was building a team spirit that was working
well in the tight finishes, although captain Randall
Olm might need tranquilisers if they keep this
pattern of last over results up.

**********************************
Toowoomba Match Report
Glen Hammant only conceded 10 runs off his
nine overs which kept the pressure on the
batsmen. Russell Sipple chimed in with two
wickets, as did Shane Samuelson, Randall Olm
and Andrew Voigt.
Brad Bachmann injured a rib while fielding and
was taken for x- ray.
The two Shanes failed to deliver a good opening
partnership this time and Lockyer crashed to be
4/23, Mathew Healy bowling with good pace to
take 2/18 off 9 overs, supported by John Vidler
2/30 off 9.

Russell Sipple took two wickets
4/07/2022

Our Round 5 match against the Lockyer team was a
“home game” on the Lockyer boys home field.
Perfect weather with a great looking pitch and a
lovely fast outfield – a great day for cricket.
Yous truly lost the toss again and we were asked to
bat. The “great looking pitch” was a beauty to bowl
first on. Despite looking hard and dry it popped
unpredictably on a good length – it progressively
became less of a problem as the day continued but it
was a good toss to win.
Jayson Ackland (15 runs) hit a wonderful 6 over
cow and we thought the Gray Cavs Over 50’s boys
were in for a good day. But batting was tough and
scoring was slow and we were struggling at 3-31 off
12 overs. Robbie Phillips (24 runs) and Alistair
Webb (41 n.o.) stabilised the middle order. Despite
some lusty hitting from Chris Grundon and Al
“Barra” Barron we were bowled out in the 41st over
for 128 runs.
After the lovely burgers for lunch we went out to
bowl with measured confidence defending a low
score. That changed to exuberance when we had
Lockyer 3-17 in the 6th over. Our bowlers toiled
well. Matt Healy 2-18, Johnny Vidler 2-30 and
Robbie Phillips 2-16 – each off their allotted 9 overs
– including collectively 9 maidens.
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Our 3 spinners couldn’t quite deal the final blow
and we went down in the last over of the day.
Lockyer prevailed 8-132. The man of the match
(Randall Reck “Recka”) for Lockyer batted for
34 overs for his 52 n.o. in an inspiring feat of
endurance.

The last 10 overs he was wracked with
crippling back pain. Despite the best
advice from our resident Doctor (Dr
Dulana P.) and resident Vet (me) he
wouldn’t retire and battled on to win the
game for Lockyer.
Despite our close loss we thoroughly enjoyed the
day and topped it off with a cleansing beverage with
the Lockyer boys after the match.
A special thanks to John Fitzgerald who managed us
and scored all day.
Also a mention to the guys who came along to
watch; Simmo, Dave Wilson, Steve Harvey, and
Phil Fulbohm. Alistair Webb
*******************************************

Queensland Vets have received this invitation
from Chris Tobin through Kerry Emery to
play in a cricket festival in the Barossa Valley
from the 19th to 23rd March 2023.
Many of you will know Chris Tobin as he was
the Committee Chair of the organising
committee for the Over 70 Nationals in
Adelaide and has just stepped down from
SAVCA Presidency after 14 years!. Many of
us have also toured with Chris in Australian
Over 60 and Over 70 teams. As you read his
Invitation/letter you will see the aim is to give
more lower Division players a Cricket
Festival. Chris identifies Over 60 Div 3 and 4
and Over 70's Div 2 and 3.
This Festival will be in the same month March
as Cooper Finlay next year. The dates for
Cooper Finlay 2023 have not been announced
as yet. If they do clash then one could say both
4/07/2022

Festivals are bound to be very enjoyable with
Cooper Finlay being two days and the Barossa
Festival over five days!
If you are interested then let me or Kerry
Emery know and we will be in touch with
Chris to inform him of our team.
I hope you are playing more cricket than I am.
I have been involved in 4 washouts so far. It
will get better!
********************************************

O60s Division 2: 25th June
Wide Bay 3/117 v Lockyer 10/112 at Gympie
Needing a
win in
Round 6 to
stay in touch
with the top
two teams,
Captain
Terry
Andrews
won the toss
and sent
Lockyer into
bat.
Wickets
were slow,
with none
coming in
the opening
overs, until
the wily old
spinner,
Brian
Walters
entered the
attack. Bowling from one end, Brian picked up 4
valuable wickets to help put Lockyer on the back
foot.
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Combined with some tight bowling from
Andrew Hay 0/10 from 8 overs, and Dave Dansie,
as well as some good fielding, Wide Bay was able
to bowl Lockyer out for only 112 inside their
allotted 45 overs. Wicket takers for Wide Bay
were Brian Walters with 4/22 (8), Dave Dansie,
2/17(8), Terry Andrews 1/19 (5), Brian
Kratzmann 1/33 (8) and Sean Francis, 1/0 (.1).
Best batting for Lockyer was Nev Maroske, 18
n.o. (21), Darryl Ready, 18 (38) and Nev Gooch
17 Retired (40).
Wide Bay started their run chase, but again lost an
early wicket. Runs came slowly until Leigh De
Bomford and Dave Dansie combined to put on a
40 run partnership to help get Wide Bay on the
road to victory. An excellent innings of 40 retired
from 38 balls by Leigh De Bomford was the
highlight of the innings. The batsmen following,
led by Andrew Hay, 22 n.o., then steered Wide
Bay home for a much needed victory, with
Andrew hitting a massive 6 to secure the win.
Best batting for Wide Bay was Leigh 40 (38),
Andrew, 22 n.o. (14), Dave 17 retired (40) and Ian
Monaghan 14 retired (40). Best bowling for
Lockyer was Mike McGovern 1/13 (5
Les Price

Lockyer report
While the score line, Wide Bay 3/117 v Lockyer
10/112, suggests a comprehensive win to Wide Bay, it
was in fact a very tight match for most of its duration.
On a pitch that had been severely affected by floods
earlier in the season, batting was difficult for almost
everyone. A soft pitch with varying bounce meant that
Lockyer, when sent in to bat, made slow progress. Bob
Kratzmann (15 off 38) and Darryl Ready (18 off 38) put
on a steady 29 for the first wicket, despite some lively
and at times dangerous bowling from Andrew Hay,
who finished with 0/10 off 8 overs.
The introduction of spinner Brian Walters started
the collapse which saw Lockyer fall from 0/29 to 9 for
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88. Nev Maroske and Col Taylor added 24 for the last
wicket with Maroske being the only Lockyer batsman
to score freely. Nev Gooch (17 off 40) was the only
batsman to retire. Brian Walters MoM performance of
4/22 off 8 appeared to take Lockyer out of the match.
Wide Bay’s reply started badly when Mike McGovern
had Evans lbw for 0 and Col Taylor bowled Francis for
0 making the home side 2/27. Quality batsmen in Ian
Monaghan (14 off 40) and Ross Chapman (4 off 40),
both retired, were forced to work very hard to
survive. Dave Dansie then battled to collect 17 off 40
balls, but Leigh De Bomford turned the match with 40
off 38 balls.
From there, Hay hit 22 off 16, including a massive six
to win the match. Lockyer fielded well, McGovern
taking a superb catch to give Gooch a wicket, which
with his 17 ret, got him MoM for Lockyer. MN
********************************************

Sunshine Coast Maroon 6/218 v Ipswich
Hornets 9/214 at Maroochydore.
SSC Maroon Div 2 travelled all the way to
Maroochydore Cricket Club to take on the
Hornets from Ipswich. Having the misfortune of
winning the toss I reluctantly asked the visitors
to bat first; what a major error. The first drinks
break saw Ipswich at 0/95 and the game was
almost over then.
Both openers Brad Hines & Gary Copeland
retired with run a ball 40’s, then in walks
arguably the best bat in the state in Andrew
Walsh, blink and he was also retired scoring a
better than a run a ball 25.
Finally Dribbles (Greg Deuble) got one through
the defences and we had our 1st wicket in the
22nd over with the score at 136. From that
point onward our boys lifted and to their credit
never wilted in our belief to fight back.
Steady fall of wickets from then on meant that
partnerships were not forming. Thanks to some
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tight bowling by all, lunch was taken with the
visitors posting 214.
High praise to our bowlers who fought back
well after that initial onslaught. Dribbs with 2/17
off 6, Peter O’Conner 1/29 off 6, Norm Jackson
2/26 off 8: we tried to get him a ninth over he
was bowling so well but they wouldn’t allow it,
Peter Robertson 1/17 off 3, and then Reno’s
3/25 off 7 were the wicket takers.
After lunch Nev decided to have an early day
and after 1 ball we were 1 for 0. Makeshift
opener Ron Davey compiled a competent 24
retired and Peter R’s run a ball 31 saw us at
3/63 at the first drinks break.
Great contributions and a never give up
attitude saw the middle order step up to the
challenge. Goody 36 and Dribbs 24 both retired,
Peter O’s run a ball 32 and a brilliant rearguard
39 off 40 by Bob Nolan got us in front needing
14 from the last 6 overs.
One of the most pleasing aspects of the day
was seeing our last 3 bats, Greg Searle, Reno, &
Normy bring it home with Norm hitting the
winning runs with 5 balls to spare. A truly great
days fighting cricket which I hope you all
remember for some time and congrats to you
all, it REALLY WAS A TEAM EFFORT, and one I
was proud to be part off. Thanks TEAM. … JB.

Hornet’s report.
A big shout out to Adrian Knell and Glen
Acremann for filling in at the last moment for
the Hornets, COVID, flues and work
commitments took its toll during the week.
The Ipswich Hornets were greeted with a
cloudless winter sky at Maroochydore for
their game against Sunshine Coast Maroon.
The Hornets called incorrectly and were sent
in on a slightly damp wicket and dew covered
outfield.
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All together
The Hornets batters got away to a great start
to building a formidable score, Brad Hines
and Gary Copeland led the charge, both
retired not out. The Hornets were 0/95 at the
first drinks break. Andrew Walsh contributed
a run a ball 25 and the Hornets were 1/136
early in the second stanza.
However proceedings then slowed, wickets
fell and the runs dried up so that at the
second drinks break Ipswich were 4/152.
The bowlers continued their dominance in the
last stanza until the recycled batters returned
for a run surge during the final overs, the
Hornets finishing at 9/214. Gary Copeland
continued his good form with 56* well
supported by skipper Brad Hines with a
typical bludgeoning 53. Reno Cauz (3/25)
and Greg Deuble (2/17) were the pick of the
bowlers.
After lunch the Coast went about winning the
game and got off to disastrous start, Nev
Kratzman out first ball to Jacko. Peter
Robinson and Ron Davey steadied the ship,
the Coast were 2/62 at the first drinks break.
Bill Jeffrey bowled well with 2/15 off his 8
overs.
By this stage, the outfield had dried out and
the pitch started to play with consistent
bounce, enabling the Coast batters to punish
any loose delivery to the boundary. The
Coast were 4/133 at the second drinks break,
still behind in the run rate.
John Goodman and Greg Deuble gave a
masterclass on running between the wickets.
The Coast still had work to do and
accelerated the run rate. The Coast batters
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built three good partnerships which told the
story in the end. For the Coast six batters
scored more than 20 runs, the pick being Rob
Nolen (39*), John Goodman (36*) and Peter
O’Connor (33). The Coast got home in the
last over at 6/218.
Man of the match for Ipswich was Gary ‘The
Rudder’ Copeland with 56*. Sunshine Coast’s
man of the match was Peter O’Connor with
33 and 1/29 off his 6 overs.
A great game of cricket played in the
veteran’s spirit and enjoyed by all. B. Olsen
*************************************************

Winter Carnival
Hi All, for those involved with the Winter
Carnival, a social evening is planned for
Tuesday the 19th at Alex Surf Club. Meals
and drinks at own cost. 70's 80's band will
be playing. Starts around 6:30.
Please contact Kerry Emery
kemery1950@outlook.com to confirm
booking.

QVC PRESIDENTS REPORT
JUNE MAGAZINE
We are into the first month of
winter and still being dogged
by unseasonal weather with
all games washed out on the
weekend.
Thankfully
it
cleared soon enough for the
Australia V New Zealand
Over 50’s game on Peter Burge Oval at
Redlands Tigers Cricket Club to go ahead.
Australia lost by 4 wickets with 4 overs
remaining, Trent Ryan picked up two wickets
for Australia. Australia is playing Sri Lanka
today (4th July), as well as QLD 1 V SA 1 at
Filmer Park and QLD 2 V SA 2 on Fred
Kratzmann Oval. The tri series and interstate
game continue all week at Redlands, Wynnum
Manly and Filmer Park.
After a few weeks of meetings and excellent
input from Wayne Drinkwater and other
members of QVC, we have a formed a
Marketing and Sponsorship Sub Committee to
take QVC forward
Wayne Drinkwater: Facilitator








David Davies - CEO Ag Unity
Joseph Lutvey - Principal Lutvest
Business Consulting
Stuart Rees - Legal - Broadley Rees
Hogan - and the charity, Sporting
Hasbeens
Keith Christiansen - QVC
Peter Wooldridge -QVC
Geoff Teys – Cricket Australia

Frank Doherty and his merry men.

Pat Carty has a new email address:
cartypj59@gmail.com

4/07/2022

Arrangements for the Over 60’s World Cup are
progressing at a rapid rate. Congratulations to
Michael Rattenbury and the organizing
committee for all their hard work. We wish
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Michael all the very best, as he is going into
hospital to have both knees replaced. Rats
thinks he will be back on the long run for next
season.

O50s ODI Australia v New Zealand

The Winter Carnival on the Sunshine Coast is
also just over a week away with 18 teams (11
from the southern states) and 7 local teams
playing over three days of competition.
The women are struggling for playing numbers
at the moment, so if there are any women out
there or anyone knows anyone that may want
to
play,
contact
Marg
Ready:
moo1955@bigpond.net.au: 0407 022 050.

Cap presentation

Good luck to all members over the next month,
hopefully you will get on the park and play
some cricket.
Rod Rice QVC President

As we are running late with June’s
magazine, and Rod has touched on
events currently occurring, we have
included some photos from the start of
the ODI v NZ on the weekend.

Presentation

Even Ropehill succumbed to the
unseasonal rain. I recorded 45 ml on
Friday night ,July 1st , which makes it the
second biggest July monthly total on
record.
We wish Rats well with his knees. I had
both mine done in November 2006. Two
together is the only way to go.
Don’t be afraid of working them Rats.
Once they sew you up, the knees are
ready for work. MN

Welcome to Country

Don’t forget to send photos!!
4/07/2022
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Mental Health
Mental health article in Lockyer
Independent newspaper 15th June.
Recently I was talking to a friend about wedding
anniversaries and suchlike. My 50th was part of
the discussion and she said that men normally
do not show much emotion with these sort of
events.
I commented that I knew many blokes who
would be quite affectionate about their wives,
and she replied,” Yes, but do they show it?” No
doubt some do, but herein lies the problem with
males and mental health. We often keep the
good emotions to ourselves, and we certainly
lock the bad emotions in.
Sometimes I feel like a broken gramophone
record by repeating myself about the need for
males to recognise and accept that they have a
problem, and do something constructive about
it. Increasing alcohol consumption or abusing
your wife will solve nothing.
Be honest with yourself and have the courage to
deal with these issues. Remember, you are not
alone. Increasing numbers of people suffer from
mental issues, with economic stress through
rental issues adding to these pressures.
And then I hear about another young fellow who
has succumbed to the stress of suicidal
depression. It breaks my heart to think that he
could not, or would not, seek the help that
would save his life.
Again: recognising that there is an issue, and
deciding to do something constructive about it
are the first steps. It is extremely difficult to beat
depression by yourself. A problem shared is a
4/07/2022

problem halved.
Remember, it is not what goes wrong in your life
that matters. What counts is what you do about
it.
Beyond Blue help line: 1300224636
Life Line help line: 131114

On the 25th June, I was the guest speaker
at a parish men’s day bbq and I am
pleased to say that the information that I
gave to the meeting was extremely well
received. There was a significant change
of attitude towards what occurs in the
process of suicide.
Empathy towards suffers was very
noticeable.
In ANZAC week, I was invited to address the
Gatton Chamber of Commerce bi monthly
breakfast on the topic of depression. My address
was accented heavily towards suicide.
I was informed this week that the feedback on
my address was easily the best of any guest
speaker in the history of the breakfasts.
As the editor of the local paper said; “If they are
talking about it on the street, we are making
headway.”
****************************************
********************************************
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Andy Farley is the only Lockyer Birthday
for July. Happy birthday, you old sheep
shearer.
At Ropehill in June, two matches were
played; one over 60s and one o50s. The
two matches that totalled 873 runs for
the loss 28 wickets were played on turf.
Sounds like a good place to bat.

Condolences to Gillam Family

Further sad news for Lockyer: Helen
Gillam’s mother passed away recently.
Leona Murphy’s health had been in
decline for some time, and Ashley said
that her passing was a blessing.

The Lockyer Committee has decided to
show Lockyer’s appreciation of players
from other regions who help make up the
numbers for Lockyer, in that they will
only pay $20 in match fees.
This includes o50s. Whilst the o50s are
gathering momentum, it is a struggle for
the o60s as Lockyer rebuilds.

Condolences to Zirbel family

Graeme Zirbel’s mother, Adeline
Millicent “Peg” Zirbel recently passed
away, aged 97.
She was still active and living in
Independent Units. Among her last
words to Graeme were about his work
football pool. She was keen on any
sport.

Regular visitors who inspect my vege patch,
And then resting on our street. MN

***********************************************

4 July 2022
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